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“Federal regimes are sometimes defended as a means for reducing ethnocultural or religious conflict between groups that, for practical reasons, must inhabit the same nation-state but fear that they may be submerged and oppressed in a unitary state by rival groups. By giving each group a geographical enclave in which their members are likely to prevail, the federal system functions as a sort of power-sharing arrangement, ideally allowing each group to regulate their enclave with respect to those issues most likely to be sources of divisive conflict between the rival groups. What if rival groups differ with respect to political ideology rather than religious or ethnocultural identity? Can federal regimes facilitate the cooperation of such groups within a single political system? I call the use of federal regimes to mitigate ideological conflict “radical federalism.” Radical federalism confronts a special challenge: The same ideological disagreements that suggest the usefulness of the federal regime for facilitating cooperation and reducing conflict might also interfere with the divisions of authority between center and subnational governments needed for the federal regime to function well. The talk will explore some of the interjurisdictional challenges confronted by radically federal regimes in the United States and elsewhere. I will ask whether radical federalism provides a feasible solution to Hong Kong-Mainland relations and whether radical federalism might provide some basis for unification of the People’s Republic of China with Taiwan.”
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